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The EaSI Technical Assistance Service Providers

Service Providers
Technical Assistance:
» Frankfurt School of Finance and Management gGmbH (FS) 

– Consortium Leader for the Technical Assistance Services
» Microfinance Centre (MFC) – Consortium Partner
» European Microfinance Network (EMN) – Consortium 

Partner
Assessment, Evaluation and Ratings:
» MF Rating – Provider of Institutional Assessments, Rating 

and Evaluations

Project Beneficiaries and Geographic Coverage

» Public and private financial intermediaries (greenfield microfinance institutions, non-bank 
microcredit providers, fintechs, licensed banks and guarantee granting entities) in all 
Member States of the European Union, as well as providers from Albania, Republic of North 
Macedonia, Iceland, Montenegro, Norway, Serbia and Turkey may respond to dedicated 
Calls for Expression of interest to request EaSI Technical Assistance.

How to Apply for Technical Assistance?

» Before applying eligible microcredit providers must first sign-up to or endorse the European 
Code of Good Conduct for microcredit provision. 

» To apply respond to open Calls for Expression of Interest published on the 
ec.europa.eu/social/easi webpage. 
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EaSI Technical Assistance Overview

July 2018

Project Duration – 4 years

What is offered to whom?

July 2022

Selected 
Beneficiaries

Wider 
European 

microcredit 
sector 

Microcredit 
providers signed-
up to the Code

Dissemination of 
Best Practices and 

Heldesk

European 
Code of Good 

Conduct

Capacity 
Building

» Tailored trainings 
» Investment-readiness trainings
» Institutional Assessment 
» Optional Financial or Social Rating

» Trainings on the implementation of the Code
» Post-evaluation trainings
» Evaluations of the Code compliance

» Microfinance Workshops and Webinars
» Peer-to-peer trainings 
» Study Visits
» Helpdesk



For more information, about: 

Technical Assistance, contact:
easi.ta@fs.de

Ratings and Evaluations, contact: 
easi.ta@mf-rating.com 

The EaSI Programme, visit:
ec.europa.eu/social/microfinance

EaSI Technical 
Assistance

This project has received financial support from the European 
Union Programme for Employment and Social Innovation 
"EaSI" (2014-2020). 

The author of this presentation takes full responsibility for its 
contents. The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the 
view of the European Commission.
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AGENDA

• Brief presentation of GALILEO NETWORK
• When Microfinance goes digital
• Understanding digital signatures 
• Functions of digital Archiving
• Benefits of signature digitalization
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GALILEO NETWORK
Galileo Network is an Italian IT provider  in 
Outsourcing Services, application software, 
technologies and consultancy for the  Credit 
Guarantee Institutions and Financial Intermediaries 
sector.Galileo Network has a multiannual  experience 
in Italian market and counts among its customers the 
major Credit Guarantee Institutions operating in Italy. 
The last years has expanded its IT services abroad 
working with Credit Guarantee Institutions in Nigeria, 
Egypt, Germany, Brazil and other European and 
development countries.

•- Registered office and directive: Paduα

•- 2 operating offices: Padua and Modenα
•

•- Over 60 dedicated human resources



When 
Microfinance 
goes digital… 

The increasing use of digital tools 
has had an impact across all 
sectors of the economy. The 
microfinance sector  has also seen 
itself driven into this new digital 
era. The World bank indicates that 
technology may play a key role in 
making financial inclusion a viable 
reality for everyone.

• Information is a click away                                                                                    

• Data owners

• The technological heart 

• Saying goodbye to paper



Processes and functions of digital 
Archiving

Going paperless may seems like a huge 
step to take but it worth. To undertake an 
appropriate dematerialization process, 
the entire organization must be aware of 
the significant advantages that derive 
from the adoption of this process.

Galileo Network has integrated its 
solutions with a document management 
system that avoids the duplication of 
information and greatly facilitates the 
operation of users who can manage the 
document flow within the management 
system or from the document 
management platform.



System Integration….

REMOTA

Libro 
Firma

Graphometric
signature

Legally compliant
Archiving.

GALILEO NETWORK provides solutions for 
complete integration between its
management system and the various
Electronic signature solutions. The various
digital signature solutions are provided by 
the Certification Authority recognized by 
the AgID.

OTP
+

Firma con Cert. 
Temporaneo



Signature digitalization
Digital signatures are like electronic «fingerprints» In the form of a coded
message, the digital signature securely associates a signer with a 
document in a recorded transaction. Digital signatures use a standard, 
accepted format, called Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),to provide the 
highest levels of security and universal acceptance. They are a specific 
signature technology implementation of electronic signature (eSignature).
To protect the integrity of the signature, PKI requires that the keys be 
created, conducted, and saved in a secure manner, and often requires the 
services of a reliable Certificate Authority (CA).

Questa foto di Autore sconosciuto è concesso in licenza da CC BY-SA

https://www.docusign.com/how-it-works/electronic-signature/digital-signature/digital-signature-faq#cert
http://security.stackexchange.com/questions/87325/if-the-public-key-cant-be-used-for-decrypting-something-encrypted-by-the-privat
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Functions of Digital 
Archiving/Digitalization

Remote digital signature

Signature with temporary certificate

Graphometric signature

Automatic sending of documents through PEC

Legally compliant Archiving



Remote digital signature 
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The digital signature  provides that the documents are 
sent to the signature book (digital) of the signer , 
who, by accessing through the web applications and 
the Remote Signature Certificate deposited on 
dedicated servers, digitally signs the available
documents. Once signed, the documents return to the 
Document System to be including in the starting
protocol. At this point the document is available to the 
operator  or can be sent via PEC.

HS
M

The signature certificate  
is deposited on 
Certification Authority 
servers called HSM 
(Hardware Security 
Module) 

C
A



Digital signature book 

The Digital Signature book 
offers functions that allow
you to:
• Insert documents in the 

signature book check their
content and the status of 
the operations,

• view the signed
documents, digitally sign
them and consult all the 
signed documents,

• sign documents
securely and fully in line 
with the relevant
legislation, thanks to 
qualified digital signature 
tools. 

Within the document management, 
under the same protocol, the original
document and the digitally signed
document are stored.



Signer
recognition

phase

Signer already
recognized

Signer’s data

Generation of   
temporary signature 

Certification

Send an Email with 
the link of the 

document to be 
signed and OTP 

generation.

certification Authority
CA

Indication of the signatories

Indication of 
signatories

Document
generation 

Disposable signature



Gaphometric
signature

The signature data are acquired through a device (tablet) able to 
dynamically intercept the biometric data of the signer (pressure, 
inclination, signature speed). In the configuration phase, specific areas 
are identified on the documents produced by the management software 
where the graphometric signature can be affixed. In this way the 
document will be able to be sent and managed by a dedicated platform 
that through the use of suitable devices (tablet) allows you to sign 
directly on the digital document.
The document is signed graphometrically and is closed with a signature 
certificate, returns to the document management and  simultaneously is 
sent to the person who signed it.



Automatic Sending
via PEC

The form for sending documents via PEC 
(Certified email address) provides, for the 
documents identified in the configuration phase, 
signed digitally and not, the automatic sending 
of the document via PEC to pre-established 
recipients such as banks and / or companies. 
The delivery receipt will be returned to the 
sending provider.
This completes the entire document 
management process without paper production.

Banks

Clients / Companies

MFI’s

Invio Automatico  
Tramite PEC



Legally Compliant Archiving
Substitutive Conservation is a legal / IT procedure regulated by Italian law, capable of 
guaranteeing the legal validity of an IT document over time, intended as a representation 
of  facts and data on a paper or IT document. Digitally storing means replacing paper 
documents, which by law some legal entities are required to keep, with the equivalent 
digital document that is "blocked" in form, content and time through digital signature and 
time stamp. It is in fact the digital signature technology that allows you to  make an 
electronic document unchangeable, then supported by the time stamping allows to date in 
a certain way the digital document produced.
In addition, the Substitutive Conservation procedures provide  maintenance over time of 
the necessary software for reading files.



Benefits of signature 
digitalization

• Authentication
• Integrity of Data
• Nonrepudiation
• Imposter prevention
• Legal validity
• Environmental benefits
• Business efficiency



Thank you for your attention.

I would be glad to answer your questions.

Email: sofia.baltsa@galileonetwork.it
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Confeserfidi is a national size financial company 
supervised by the Bank of Italy, the company offers its
services, consultancy and finacial solutions to SME and 
professionals.

- It has agreements with 40 Banks.

- It counts more than 9.000 associates

- A net asset of more than 19 millions euro.

- It has guraranteed loans, overdreafts and other financial

operations for more than 1 billion on nearly 24.000 

operations.
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Confeserfidi
Applied to many calls for expression in UE and in Italy

• JEREMIE FSE Regione Sicilia/EIF
• EREM CBSI EIF/EIB
• EASI PROGRAMME EIF/EIB
• PO FESR BASILICATA 2007/2013
• PO FESR PUGLIA 2007/2013
• SVILUPPO CAMPANIA SpA
• FINMOLISE S.P.A
• PO FESR PUGLIA 2014/2020
• POR CAMPANIA FSE 2014-2020
• Stability law GARANZIA MISE
• Etc..
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NETWORK CONFESERFIDI
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NETWORK CONFESERFIDI DURING LOCKDOWN
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Easy credit
After entering our ERP it is
possible to create a credit 
request for the customer. Once 
completed an email is sent to the 
customer with link and 
instructions
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The link in the email takes
the customer to a recap. If
he accepts it…
(he, and only he, can accept
the privacy text)
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He is sent a SMS OTP to be 
written in the web form. 
So by matter of fact
confirming both the 
customer’s email and mobile 
number
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The customer attach a copy 
of his ID document, utterly
confirming his identity
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The request is completed, the customer
reveices in real time a banking pre-evaluation
telling him if the credit process will go on, or if
it will stop because his request does not comply
with our credit politics.
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EASY CREDIT
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Credit process with signature steps
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Conclusions and hints

• Be lean and adaptable, try to define an IT 
strategy

• Hire an IT company or an IT expert
• Find lean suppliers that offers microservices

or API
• Find a way to integrate your logical

infrastructure

If you have any questions I will be happy to try to 
give you an answer



Thank you for attending

Feel free to contact us for insights
Piero Giarratana: p.giarratana@confeserfidi.it

Confeserfidi: info@confeserfidi.it
Tel: +39 0932 834400

mailto:p.giarratana@confeserfidi.it
mailto:info@confeserfidi.it
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